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Sharpe investigated the structure of full operator-stable measures p on a vector 
group V and obtained decompositions, fi = ,c, * ,u2 and V = V, @ V,, in terms of the 
Gaussian component ,ur and the Poisson component .u2. The subspaces V, and V2 
are here identified in terms of an exponent B for p. Sharpe also pointed out that the 
Levy measure M of p is a mixture of Levy measures concentrated on single orbits 
of fa. Here, an explicit representation is obtained for M as such a mixture by 
constructing a measure on the unit sphere. Also, necessary and sufficient conditions 
are given that a Levy measure be the Levy measure of a full operator-stable 
measure. The final result deals with full Gaussian measures p and establishes the 
connection between its covariance operator and the class of all exponents ofp. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In his fundamental paper [6], Sharpe defined and investigated the class of 
full operator-stable measures, i.e., the class of probability measures ,U on a 
finite-dimensional inner product space V such that, for some probability 
measure v there exist nonsingular linear transformations {A,} and points {a,} 
such that the sequence {A,v” * @a,)} converges weakly to y, where full 
means that the measure is not concentrated on a proper hyperplane. Here, Av 
denotes the measure VA-~, v” denotes the n-fold convolution of v with itself, 
6(a) denotes the probability measure which gives mass one to the singleton 
{a}. Sharpe also showed that any full operator-stable measure ,u is infinitely 
divisible and defined $ for t > 0 to be the probability measure whose charac- 
teristic function is ,L*, where ,LZ is the characteristic function of P. An 
important characterization of full operator-stable measures ,u obtained by 
Sharpe is the following: a full measure ,U on V is operator-stable if and only 
if fi’ = t”,~ * &b(t)), for all t > 0, where B is a nonsingular linear transfor- 
mation, b: (0, co) + V, and f is defined by the series C (ln t)k(k!)-’ Bk for 
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the exponential exp(ln t . B). Such a transformation B is called an exponent 
for ,u. Sharpe characterized the possible exponents. He proved that B is an 
exponent for some full operator-stable measure if and only if every eigen- 
value of B has real part greater than or equal to f and those eigenvalues 
having real part equal to f are simple roots of the minimal polynomial of B. 
In the one-dimensional case, the transformation B is a real number greater 
than or equal to 4 and the usual “exponent” for the stable law is the 
reciprocal of B. 
After the proof of Theorem 3 in [6], Sharpe stated the following theorems 
(his Theorems 4 and 5) and asserted that they were by-products of the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM A. Let p be a full operator-stable measure on V. Then there 
exist probability measures p, and ,uu, and independent subspaces V, and V, 
such that ,u = n, * pu,, V = V, @ V,, ,u, is Gaussian, puz has no Gaussian 
component, and pi is full and operator-stable on Vi, i = 1, 2. 
THEOREM B. Let M be the Levy measure of a full operator-stable 
measure on V with exponent B. Then M is the mixture of Levy measures Me, 
where M, is concentrated on the orbit 8 of P and satisJes the condition 
PM, = t . Me, i.e., M,(t-B(A)) = tM,(A) for A a Bore1 set. The measure Me 
is characterized by the condition that s . M,{t%: t > s} is constant for all 
s > 0, where x is a generator of the orbit 0. 
While the proof of his Theorem 3 is complete, Theorem A is not quite a 
by-product of that proof. Let f = g. h be the minimal polynomial of B, 
where each root of g is simple and has real part equal to 4, while each root 
of h has real part greater than i. Then Sharpe showed that for all y in 
ker g(B), I,&( y)I < 1, and also that S(M) c ker h(B). Here, S(M) denotes the 
support of the measure M and it is defined as the smallest closed set whose 
complement has M-measure equal to zero. Of course, as is proved later, if 1 
is infinitely divisible with no Gaussian component and Levy measure N, if 
S(N) c W, a subspace, then (S(1)) c W, where (S(J)) is the subspace 
spanned by s(J). However, the proof does not show that S($i) and (S(,D,)) 
are independent, that is, have intersection equal to {O}. But, his proof 
strongly suggests that V, is ker g(B) and V, is ker h(B). Theorem 1 of this 
paper refines Theorem A and states that the subspaces V, and V, are as 
suggested by Sharpe’s proof. If one knows that S(p,) is B-invariant, then 
Sharpe’s methods show that the restriction of B to S&i) has eigenvalues 
whose real parts are all equal to f. We do this in Lemma 2 and provide an 
alternate proof. In our Theorem 2, a mixing measure for the Levy measures 
M, of Theorem B is obtained using for an index set the set of points on the 
unit sphere which represents the last time an orbit of P hits the unit sphere. 
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This mixing measure is unique for this index set because each nonzero orbit 
is represented once, but it is possible to use a different mixing measure on a 
different index set. In Theorem 3 we establish the interplay between the Levy 
measure M of p and an exponent B for p. The result in Theorem 1 allows one 
to consider the Gaussian component and the non-Gaussian component 
separately. This is done in the Corollary to Theorem 3 and in Theorem 4 
using information about the exponent, or exponents, of the measure,u. 
In the following, ,D is a full operator-stable measure on a finite dimensional 
inner product space V, B is an exponent for ,u and f = g . h is the minimal 
polynomial of B. Our first result is a refinement of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 1. There exist a Gaussian measure ,u, and a measure ,uz 
having no Gaussian component such that p = ,u, * ,tt2, S(p,) = ker g(B), 
(SW) = ker W9 and V= S(p,) 0 (S(,u,)), where (S(,uJ) denotes the 
subspace spanned by S&). Zf B, and B, are the restrictions of B to S(p,) 
and (S(,u,)), respectively, then ,u, and ,u, are full operator-stable on S(p,) 
and (S(,ucII)) with exponent B, and B,, respectively. 
The point is that in Theorem A I’, = ker g(B) and V, = ker h(B). This is a 
direct extension of the one-dimensional case. Univariate Gaussian measures 
have exponent 2, while univariate non-Gaussian stable measures have 
exponents in (0,2); these are the reciprocals of the real parts of the eigen- 
values of B. Furthermore, I’, and V, are B-invariant subspaces of V so we 
may restrict B to these subspaces. This allows one to treat the Gaussian 
component and the non-Gaussian component separately. 
In Theorem B, Sharpe established the possibility of representing the Levy 
measure M of p as a mixture of Levy measures concentrated on single orbits 
of P. We give an explicit representation in Theorem 2. Let 9 denote the 
class of nonsingular linear transformations B on V such that every eigen- 
value of B has real part greater than or equal to k and those eigenvalues 
having real part equal to f are simple roots of the minimal polynomial of B. 
That is, 3 is the class of all nonsingular linear transformations B such that, 
for some full operator-stable measure ,u, B is an exponent for p. Let U denote 
the unit sphere in V. For given B E 9, let M,(E) = M,,,(E) = 
j; Z,(t”u) t-’ dt, where E is a Bore1 subset of v\{O} and u E U, and let 
L(B) z L = {u E U: for all t > 1, lPr.1 > l}. We show in Lemmas 8, 9 and 
10 that PM, = t . M, for all u E U and for all t > 0, that for each u E U, s . 
M,{&: t > s} is constant for all s > 0, and that each M, is a Levy measure, 
J” (1x1’ A l)M,(dx) < co and M,{O} = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Zf M is the Levy measure of a full operator-stable measure 
on V with exponent B, if K is the finite Bore1 measure on L deJined by 
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K(F) = M{t%: u E F, t > 1 }, where F c L is Bore& then M is the mixture of 
the Levy measures MU given by M(E) = I, M,(E) K(du). 
Conversely, if B E 9, if M is a Bore1 measure on v\{ 0) such that M(E) = 
h’C(E)K(du)v h w ere K is a jkite Bore1 measure on U with S(K) c 
ker h(B), then M is a Levy measure which satisJes the condition PM = t . M 
for all t > 0 and S(M) = UuES(Kj (6%: t > 0) U {O}. 
In his paper [5], Kucharczak develops the representation given by 
Theorem 2. He does not explicitly put the mixing measure on the unit sphere 
nor does he connect it to the Levy measure. His proof is complicated and 
involves extreme-point theory. We provide an elementary proof here. There 
are also some minor errors in the statements of his theorems. In Section 7, 
we discuss this more thoroughly and provide a counterexample to a 
statement included in his second theorem. 
In [4], a special case of Theorem 2 was used to evaluate the characteristic 
function of all full operator-stable measures on R* with multiple exponents. 
In this connection, the relationship between the mixing measure K and the 
Levy measure M was very important. The mixing measure K determines 
which orbits receive mass and how much. The exponent B determines the 
shape of the orbits and how mass is distributed along an orbit. 
In Theorem 3, we obtain a condition that guarantees a Levy measure M 
and a B E 9 are compatible for the same full operator-stable measure. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a Levy measure on v\{O} and let B E 9. Then 
M is the Levy measure of a full operator-stable measure t.t on V with 
exponent B if and only if both PM = t . M for all t > 0 and (S(M)) = 
ker h(B). 
Sharpe pointed out the necessity of the condition, PM = t . M, in his 
Proposition 5. The Corollary treats those full operator-stable measures 
having no Gaussian components or, equivalently, those whose exponents 
have eigenvalues whose real parts are strictly greater than f. 
COROLLARY. Let v E V and B be given, where B is a nonsingular linear 
transformation on V whose eigenvalues have real part greater than 1. Let K 
be a finite Bore1 measure on U such that the smallest B-invariant subspace 
containing the support of K is V. Then there exists exactly one full operator- 
stable measure n on V with Levy measure M such that 
(a) B is an exponent for ,u, 
(b) WE) = I, M,(E) Vu), and 
(c) v is the constant term for ,u. 
In our last result, we consider the Gaussian case. Every full Gaussian 
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measure on V is operator-stable. Furthermore, $Z is an exponent for any such 
measure, and so +I contains no information about ,u other than ,U is 
Gaussian. On the other hand, a(,~), the set of all exponents for ,u, contains a 
great deal of information about ,D and this is shown in Theorem 4. 
Let % denote the class of all skew-symmetric linear transformations A on 
V, i.e., A E 9 if and only if A + A* = 0. Let Y(U) denote the set of all 
nonsingular linear transformations A such that, for some a E V. ,D = 
Ap * 6(a). 
THEOREM 4. Let ,u be a fill Gaussian measure on V with covariance 
operator C. If P is the unique positive-definite self-adjoint square root of 
C- ‘, then a(p) = $I+ P- ‘%P. 
Conversely, if R is a positive-definite self-aa’joint linear transformation 
such that a(p) = iI + R-‘9R, then there exists a number A > 0 such that 
C=AR-2. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is the 
COROLLARY. The nonsingular transformation B on V is an exponent for 
a full Gaussian measure ,u on V with covariance operator C tf and only tf 
P(B - $I) P-l is skew-symmetric, where P is the positive-definite self-adjoint 
square root of C-l. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proofs of the stated results 
and a brief discussion of Kucharczak [5]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin with some lemmas. The proof of the first lemma is contained in 
Sharpe’s proof of his Theorem 3. On p. 62 of his paper Sharpe notes that “it4 
is concentrated in X, + e .. + X, for all M E A(B).” In our terminology, 
x, + *** +X, is ker h(B) and A(B) is the set of all Levy measures M on 
v\{O} which satisfy the condition that, for all t > 0, PM = t . M. This is 
LEMMA 1. Let M be the Levy measure of ,a. Then S(M) c ker h(B). 
The next two lemmas examine the support of the Gaussian component. 
LEMMA 2. Let ,ti, be the Gaussian component of ,u having zero mean. 
Then 
(a) S(ji,) is a B-invariant subspace of V, and 
(b) the eigenvalues of B, = B ( S(fi,) (B, is the restriction of B to 
S(,ti,)) lie on the line {real part of z is f }. 
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Proof. (a) Let ZI =,LI, * v, where v has no Gaussian component. From 
pUf = t”p * &b(t)), t > 0, we see that ,LI~ * v’ = tB,0, * 2% * @b(t)). Thus lu”, and 
Pfl, are the Gaussian components of the same infinitely divisible measure 
and both have zero mean. It follows that ,L?, = rap, for all t > 0. Since fl, is 
Gaussian with zero mean, S(fli) = S@,) = S(pp,) = t”S(/i,); thus, S@,) is 
the union of orbits of ta and hence is invariant under p. But ,LI~ is Gaussian 
so S(pl) is a subspace. Thus for any x E S(/Ii), Bx = 
lim,+, (t - l))‘(f - Z)x E S(p,). This shows that S(fi,) is B-invariant. 
(b) Since p1 is Gaussian, $Z is an exponent for fir. Then p’~i, =,iii = 
f/2- 
PI? so p, = P 1 -'12p,. Thus, taPU2 E Y(jii) = {A E Aut: Apl =p,}. It is 
well known that 9@,) = W-‘F’W for some nonsingular linear transfor- 
mation W, where @ is the collection of all orthogonal transformations. 
Hence tW(Bj-u2)W-’ E P for all t > 0. Therefore, W(B, - ;I) W-’ is skew- 
symmetric (i.e., A + A* = 0). Hence, the eigenvalues of W(B, - +I) W- ’ are 
simple and purely imaginary. Thus, so are the eigenvalues of B, - $I. It 
follows that the eigenvalues of B, all have real part equal to 4. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above argument also yields Sharpe’s result that every 
eigenvalue of B having real part equal to { is a simple root of the minimal 
polynomial of B. To see this note that WB, W-’ is a normal operator and 
has the same minimal polynomial as B,. 
LEMMA 3. Let p, be the Gaussian component of p having zero mean. 
Then S(p,) c ker g(B). 
Proof: Let B, = B 1 S@,) and let g be the minimal polynomial of B,. 
Since f(B,) = 0, g divides J By part (b) of Lemma 2, the roots of S all have 
real part equal to 4 and so g divides g. Now for all x in S(,U,), g(B)x = 
g(B,)x = 0, so g(B)x = 0, and S(,Cr) c ker g(B) c ker g(B). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let v be an infinitely divisible measure with L&y measure M 
and with O(y) = exp{jqc,,, (eiCXqy) - 1 - i(x, y)/( 1 + (x, x))) M(dx)}. Then 
S(v) c (S(M)), where (S(M)) is the smallest subspace containing S(M). 
Proof. Let X be a random variable whose distribution is v. Let e, ,..., e, be 
a basis for the orthogonal complement of (S(M)). Then for x E S(M), 
(ej, x) = 0 for all j. Hence, Eeis(e-‘3x) = $(sej) = 1 for all j and all real numbers 
s. Thus the random variables (ej, X) are zeros a.s., for all j, and so X takes 
values in (S(M)) a.s. Therefore, S(v) c (S(M)). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p =p, * ii2 * 6(a), where ,Cir, is Gaussian with 
zero mean, ,C2 has characteristic function 
exp (e i’X*y) - 1 - i(x, y)/( 1 + (x, x))) M(dx) , 
I 
and a E V. 
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Now V= V, @ V, where I’, = ker g(B) and I’, = ker h(B). (This is easy to 
see directly or by using the Primary Decomposition Theorem, e.g., 
Theorem 12, p. 220 of Hoffman and Kunze [ 11.) According to Lemmas 1, 3 
and 4, S@,) is a subspace of V, and (S(&)) is a subspace of V,. But p is 
full and so pi * ,& is also full. This implies that S(p,) = V, and 
(S&,7,))= I’,. NOW write a =a, +a,, where u,E Vi. Set pi=fii * 6(Ui), 
i= 1,2. Thenp=pu,*pu,, S(,U,)= V, and (S&))= V,. 
Clearly, each Vi is B-invariant, so let Bi denote the restriction of B to Vi, 
i= 1, 2. Write b(t) = b,(t) + b*(f), where each b,(t) E Vi. We know ,u’ = 
P,u, * t”~, * &b(t)). Since ,u: and t”,~, are Gaussian components of the same 
infinitely divisible measure $, there exists cl(t) such that ,u\ = t”~, * s(c,(t)), 
for all t > 0. Similarly, for some c*(t), ,U: = ?,u, * B(C,(t)). Since S(/Li) C Vi 
and S(t”p,) c Vi, we have ci(t) E Vi. Since b(t) = cl(t) + c,(t), we have 
b,(t) = cl(t), i = 1, 2. Hence ,ui = t”,u, * 6(bi(t)), for all t > 0, i = 1, 2. It 
follows that on Vi, pf = P$I! * 6(bi(t)), t > 0, i = 1,2. This shows that pi is 
operator-stable on Vi with exponent Bi, i = 1, 2. Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We prove the direct part of Theorem 2 by the following seven lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. For each B E 9, the set L(B) is a Bore1 set. 
We omit the proof which involves standard arguments. 
LEMMA 6. If M is the L&y measure of a fill operator-stable measure 
with exponent B, then PM = t . M for all t > 0. 
This lemma is contained in Proposition 5 of [6]. 
LEMMA 7. The set function K defined in Theorem 2 is a jkite Bore1 
measure on L. 
Proof: Let {A,} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets of L, 
and let A = UA,. Since each orbit intersects L exactly once, the sets 
{f%: u E A,, t > 1 } are pairwise disjoint. The countable additivity of K now 
follows from that of M. The finiteness of K follows from the fact that the set, 
(pu: u E L, t > 1 }, is bounded away from zero and thus has finite M- 
measure. Q.E.D. 
For u E U, for D a Bore1 subset of U, let B(u, D) = inf{t > 0: for some 
x E D, px = u), with the convention that 0(u, D) = 0 if this set is empty. 
LEMMA 8. For sets of the form E = (px: x E D, t > s), where D c L is 
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Bore1 and s > 0, we have for u E U, M,(E) = (B(u, D)/s) Z,(u), so s . 
M,(t%: t > s] is constant for all s > 0. 
Proof. Since Z,(Fau) = 1 if and only if u E D and r > s/~(u, D), we have 
M,(E) = I,” Z,(h) r-* dr = (8(u, D)/s) Z,(u). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. For all t > 0, for all u E U, PM, = t . M,. 
Proof For sets E of the form in Lemma 8, PM,(E) = 
(@a, D)/s) Z,(u) = t . M,(E). Hence PM,, and t . M, agree on sets of this 
form. It follows by standard arguments that PM, and t . M, agree on all 
Bore1 subsets of v\{O). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10. The measures M, are Levy measures. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 9 and Lemma 6 of [6]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. Let M and K be as stated in Theorem 2. Then for any Bore1 
subset E of fl{O}, M(E) = I, M,(E) K(du). 
Proof. Let M’ be defined by M’(E) = j, M,(E) K(du). It suffices to show 
that M and M’ agree on sets E of the form in Lemma 8 with D c L. Since 
M,(E) = (l/s) Z,(u), we have M’(E) = (l/s) K(D) = s-’ . M{px: x E D, 
t> l}=s-BM{tBx:xED,t> l}=M{tBx:xED,t>s}=M(E). Q.E.D. 
This completes the proof of the direct part of Theorem 2. To prove the 
converse we first note that by Lemma 9 PM,, = t. M, for all t > 0 and all 
u E U, which implies that PM = t . M. The rest of the proof is done in the 
following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 12. With M and K as in the converse part of Theorem 2, 
Wf) = Uuswa {Pu: t > 0) u {O}. 
Proof: Since M(E) = J,M,(E) K(du), it suffices to show that 
U UESW vu: t > 01” lOI is closed. Let {eu,} be a sequence which 
converges to some x E V as n + co, where each u, E S(K) and each t, > 0. 
Select a subsequence {u,,} of {u”} which converges to some u E S(K) as 
n’ -+ co. Since the sequence { tn} is bounded, select a subsequence {t, ,,} of 
(t,,,} which converges to some t > 0 as n” -+ co. Then the sequence {&u,,,,} 
converges to both x and f% as n” + co. Thus, either x is on one of the 
desired orbits or x is 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 13. Let B be a linear transformation on V with eigenvalues 
aj + iBj, 1 < j < k, and minimal polynomial f. Assume that min, aj > 0. Let 
f(x) = I’JJ’!! ,f;(x)‘j be the unique factorization off into the product of powers 
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of distinct irreducible polynomials. Let a = min{aj: 1 < j < k] and r = 
max( rj: 1 < j < k). Then there is a constant k such that for al2 t E (0, 1 ), 
11 r”[i < kt”(l f 1111 fir-‘), where 11 . JI is the operator norm. 
Proof. Let Vj be the kernel of&(B)‘J SO that V = V, @ . .* @ V, . Each Vj 
is invariant under B so it suffices to show that the stated bound holds for 
each restriction of B to Vj. If A(x) = x - aj, this is easy to see by using the 
Jordan cannonical form and calculating P. On the other hand, if h(x) = 
(x - aj)” + @, then the bound follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 of 
Hudson 121. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 14. Let B E 3, let K be a jinite Bore1 measure on U, and let M 
be the measure on v’\{O) definedfor Bore1 sets E by M(E) = I, M,,(E) K(du). 
Then M is a Levy measure, i.e., (v,fOI (1x1’ A 1) M(dx) < a3, if and only if 
S(K) c ker h(B). 
Proof: First, assume that M is a Levy measure. Then sV,toI (/xl’ A 1) 
M(dx) < co. But 
I ((xl’ A I) M(dx) = II (/xl2 A 1) M,(dx) K(du). ww u V\lOl 
So for K - a.e. u, s v\ro, (1x1’ A 1) M,(o!x) < 03. Therefore, K - a.e. U, M, is a 
Levy measure. Since pMU = t . M,, from Lemma 6 of Sharpe, we have that 
the cyclic subspace generated by u, Bu, B’u,... must lie in ker h(B) for 
K - a.e. u. Since ker h(B) is closed, S(K) c ker h(B). 
Now, assume that S(K) is a subset of the kernel of h(B). Since K is a 
finite measure, it suffices to show that for all u in S(K), jV,,or (1x1’ A 1) 
M,(dx) is bounded independently of u. Since 
I W (1x1” A 1) M,(dx) = I (]~SU/~ A 1) t-* dt y\lOl 0 
< ‘(~t%#A l)t-‘dt+ 1, 
I 0 
it suffices to show that [i (It”ul’ A 1) t-’ dt is bounded independently of u. 
Let aJ + iBj, 1 < j < kt be the eigenvalues of the restriction of B to ker h(B), 
and set a = min{aj: 1 Q j < k ). Then with r and k as in Lemma 13, ) 6% 16 
ktn( 1 + /In t(‘-I). Since a > f, 
I ‘((tBx(‘A l)t-‘dt<k’j’ tzn(l + (In tj’-‘)2 t-* df < 03. -0 0 Q.E.D. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Assume M is the Levy measure of a full operator-stable measure ~1 with 
exponent B. By Proposition 5 of Sharpe, PM = t . M for all t > 0. By 
Theorem 1, there exists a measure ,uu, with no Gaussian component such that 
P =pl * p2, (Wd) = ker W), and M is the Levy measure of ,u,. Using 
Lemmas 1 and 4, we have ker h(B) = (S(p,)) c (S(M)) c ker h(B). Thus, 
(S(M)) = ker h(B). 
Now assume that M is a Levy measure on v\{O} and B E 9 where B and 
M are matched; that is, PM = t . M for all t > 0 and (S(M)) = ker h(B). Let 
pu, be the measure on V with 
Pkv) = exp (e i(y’x) - 1 - i( y, x)/( 1 + (x, x))) M(dx) . 
I 
Then pu, is full and operator-stable on V, = ker h(B) with exponent B 1 V2. 
Let I’, = ker g(B). Construct a Gaussian measure pi on V satisfying p; = 
tB’VlpI as on p. 63 of Sharpe. Then p -pl * ~1~ is full on V and is operator- 
stable with exponent B. 
5. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 
Let B, u and K be as in the statement of the Corollary. Since every eigen- 
value of B has real part greater than 4, it follows from Theorem 1 that p has 
no Gaussian component, so p is uniquely determined by its Levy measure M 
and the constant term u. Theorems 2 and 3 guarantee that the M given in (b) 
is a Levy measure which satisfies the condition that t . M = PM. It suffices 
to show that, if ,u has characteristic function given by 
(ei@yy) - 1 - i(x, y)/(l t (x, x))) M(dx) , 
v\lOl I 
then p is full. An easy calculation shows that p is operator-stable with 
exponent B, see Prop. 3 of [6]. 
Since (S(M)) is a B-invariant subspace and clearly contains S(K), we 
have (S(M)) = V. Assume I,,, <, Ix] M(u!x) < co. Then there is w E V such 
that p(y) = exp{i(w, y) + Ir,,,o, (ef(X,y) - 1) M(dx)}. Let v =,u * 6(-w). By 
Proposition 2.2 of [3], S(v) = (S(M)) = V. Hence, v is full, so p is full. Now 
assume J’,,,,, Ix] M(dx) = 00. Let e i ,..., ek be points in S(M) which form a 
basis for (S(M)). Set I= min{]ej]: 1 < j < k}. Let E = {x E V: Ix] > 1), and 
let M’ = M ] E. Set g(y) = exp{lqco, (e’(X’y) - 1) M’(h)} and let v be the 
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corresponding measure. Then ,u = u * a for some measure a. By the previous 
argument, S(V) = (S(M)). But, (S(M)) = (S(M)) = V. Since S(p) is the 
closure of S(v) + S(a), S(p) = V, so p is full. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
We begin with two interesting lemmas. 
LEMMA 15. Zf v = A,u, where A is nonsingular, then a(v) = A&Y(p) A - ‘. 
ProoJ: This follows from the fact that APA -I = tABA-‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 16. Zf C is positive-definite and commutes with every rotation on 
V, then C = AZ for some A > 0. 
Proof: Suppose A, and A, are distinct eigenvalues of C. Let w, and w2 be 
unit eigenvectors of C corresponding to 1, and A,, respectively. Let 0 be a 
rotation such that Ow, = w2. Then (OCw,, Ow,) = (Cw,, w,) = A, and 
(OCw,, Ow,) = (COW,, Ow,) = (Cw,, WJ = A,. Hence, L, = A2, i.e., all the 
eigenvalues of C are the same. Hence, for some A, AC4 -’ = AZ. Therefore, 
C = ,IZ. Since C is positive-definite, A > 0. Q.E.D. 
We may assume that ,u has mean zero. We establish the Theorem first in 
the special case C = I. Let Q E 9. Since $ZE a(,~), t(V2)‘+Q@ = tQ,u’ =P’, 
where the last equality follows since the covariance operator of tQ,d is 
t . tQtQ* = t . I. Hence* , $I + 9 c 8’(p). Let A E a(p). Then ti,u =p’, all 
t > 0. Equating covariance operators, we have tip* = t . Z, all t > 0. Hence, 
r(-(Y2)rt’A-(“2)‘)* = Z, all t > 0, i.e., ti-(“*)’ is orthogonal, all t > 0. Hence, 
A - +Z E 2. Therefore a(p) c fZ + 2’. Thus, B(p) = +Z + 2’. 
Now for general C, let P be the positive-definite self-adjoint square root of 
C-‘. Then the covariance of Pp is I. Hence, g(Pp) = 4Z+ 9. By Lemma 15, 
B(p) = ;z + p-‘z?p. 
For the converse, assume R = I, i.e., 8’(p) = +Z + 9. Then $ = t(U2)‘+Q@, 
for all t > 0 and for all Q E 22. Equating covariances we have tC = ttQCtQ*, 
or CtQ = tQC. Since the exponential map takes % onto the special orthogonal 
group, C commutes with every rotation. By Lemma 16, C = AZ for some 
A > 0. Thus, C = AZ = AR-2, A > 0. For general R with 8’(p) = fZ + R-‘%R, 
we have 8(R,u) = :Z + 9. Hence, the covariance of R,u is AZ for some II > 0. 
Thus C = AR-2. 
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7. KUCHARCZAK'S RESULTS 
In [5], Kucharczak stated the following two theorems: 
THEOREM C. A function 4 on RN is the characteristic function of a full 
operator-stable measure without Gaussian component if and only tf 
#(y)=exp i(a, y)+j jmr(Px,y)t-‘dty(dx)/, 
I Rnl(Ol 0 
where ~(x, y) = exp[i(x, y)] - 1 - i(x, y)/( 1 + ]xI’), a is a vector in RN, u is 
a jhite measure on RM\(O}, and all eigenvalues of B have real parts greater 
than +. 
THEOREM D. A function 4 on RN is the characteristic function of a full 
operator-stable measure tf and only tf 
4(y) = exp 
I 
i(a, y) - ~(sY, Y) + jR,,, jam w(px, Y) t-’ dt y (dx)/ 9 
where a E RN, all eigenvalues of B lie on the half-plane Re z > 1, S is a 
nonnegative symmetric operator vanishing on the subspace H of RN spanned 
by eigenvalues of B lying on the half-plane Re z > f and v is a finite Bore1 
measure on RN concentrated on H. 
In Theorem C, the measure determined by Q need not be full unless the 
support of v is sufficiently large. For example, if N = 2, B = 1, and if v is 
concentrated on ((-1, 0), (1, 0)} and gives equal mass to both points, then 4 
is the characteristic function of a one-dimensional Cauchy distribution 
concentrated on the x-axis. To correct this minor error, one must add the 
condition that the smallest B-invariant subspace containing the support of v 
is RN. 
In Theorem D, Kucharczak asserts that S vanishes “on the subspace H of 
RN spanned by eigenvalues of B lying on the half-plane Re z > f and v is a 
finite Bore1 measure on RN concentrated on H.” It is not quite clear what H 
is, but from our Theorem 1 it is clear that ker h(B) c H. The following is a 
counterexample to the above statement. 
EXAMPLE. Let V= R’. We represent all operators by their matrices with 
respect to the usual basis for R’. Define 
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so S is the orthogonal projection onto the x-axis. Let 
and note that e, and e, + e2 are eigenvectors of B corresponding to the eigen- 
values $ and 1, respectively. Thus e, and e, + e, are also eigenvectors of P 
belonging to the eigenvalues t”* and t, respectively. It follows that 
tB = 
( 
1; t-y . 
) 
The minimal polynomial of B is f(x) = (x - 4)(x - 1) so g(x) = x - i and 
h(x) = x - 1. Then ker g(B) = {(x, 0): x E R } and ker h(B) = {(x, x): x E R }. 
Define a Levy measure A4 on ker h(B) by 
M(A) = 
I 
a, la(f(e, + e2)) tp2 dt. 
0 
Here Z-Z1 ker h(B) but S does not vanish on H. However, an easy 
computation shows that for all t > 0, PSP’ = tS and hence 
is the characteristic function of a full operator-stable distribution with 
exponent B. 
It follows from the fact that S is self-adjoint that ker S is orthogonal to 
ker g(B) = range S. Thus by Theorem 1 of this paper, Kucharczak’s 
assertion holds if and only if ker g(B) is orthogonal to ker h(B). 
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